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Introduction
One of the most important political issues in the world today is the rise of civil society
and its influence on state policy. Nongovernmental organizations (NGOs) are one such
source of citizens’ power. As Rosenau (1997) and others point out, the expansion of
NGOs is a global phenomenon. An “associational revolution” (Salamon, 1994, p. 109)
has spread throughout the world, reflecting the decentralization and fragmentation of
power once dominated by state actors.
Japan has recently witnessed a surge of civil society activism, especially by
transnational NGOs working on international development and foreign aid issues. There
has been an explosion of such groups in the last two decades in Japan, as seen in their
rapid growth in number and size and their increased interaction with and influence over
state policy. Although the expansion of NGOs has occurred relatively late compared to
Western and some developing societies, the NGO growth in Japan has important
implications for world politics. Japan is a highly developed country, integrated into the
global economy, but it is neither geographically nor culturally part of the “West.” Japan
experienced dramatic economic development in the 1950s - 1970s, transforming from a
devastated, wartorn nation into the world’s second largest economy. However, Tokyo’s
mighty economy began to disintegrate in the early 1990s, and, it is precisely since then
that NGOs have increasingly become prominent on the Japanese political scene. Thus,
Japan represents an extremely interesting case of the intersection of non-Western culture,
rapid industrialization, subsequent economic recession, and the rise of civil society.
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This growing NGO movement reflects changing relations between the state and
civil society in Japan. As the authority of the Japanese developmental state has begun to
crumble, the relationship between the state and the populace has changed. Japanese
citizens are no longer inhibited from protesting state policies or demanding social justice.
They are forming and joining NGOs to press their demands, and the state in turn has
started paying more attention to the views of NGOs. The dual phenomena of the erosion
of the developmental state and the rise of civil society mark the beginning of a new era of
a more horizontal relationship between the state and civil society in Japan.
The developmental state has been directed by Japan’s bureaucratic elite,
especially during the 1950s - 1970s era of rapid economic growth. Although my use of
the term, “developmental state,” is not identical to Johnson’s (1982) “capitalist
developmental state,” I borrow some of his key concepts.1 As Johnson argues, the
Japanese developmental state played a pivotal role in promoting a unique pattern of
industrialization during the developmental era of the 1950s - 1970s, combining free
enterprise and state-led development. In this system, the state, in particular the
bureaucracy, actively intervened in the economy, determining the nation’s strategic
industries, providing these industries with subsidies and administrative guidance to
enhance their international competitiveness, controlling foreign exchange and trade, and
limiting foreign imports to protect domestic industries. The developmental state
depended on the nationalist objectives of the bureaucracy, which included mercantilistic
export-led industrialization (through effective state guidance and planning) and rapid
economic development. These features are correctly pointed to by Johnson (1982) as the
key ingredients of Japan’s rapid economic growth.
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In the developmental state system, the bureaucracy maintained an alliance with
business and the ruling party (the Liberal Democratic Party or LDP). The bureaucracy
maintained extremely close relations with the private sector through supervision,
guidance, and assistance, as well as through a system called amakudari (descent from
heaven) in which retired bureaucrats from the bureaucracy obtained top management
positions in the private sector. The bureaucracy also was able to maintain close ties to
the LDP, the permanent ruling party, as many bureaucrats became LDP politicians after
retirement. In this system, business, the bureaucracy, and the LDP formed an alliance,
often referred to as the “iron triangle,” to protect and further each other’s interests.
Civil society was excluded from this iron triangle. During the developmental era,
rapid economic growth became the central goal of the alliance, while things viewed as
unrelated or detrimental to economic growth, such as workers’ rights, social justice, and
human rights, were downplayed. The majority of citizens, though excluded from the
developmental alliance, accepted the role of the iron triangle in economic development,
believing that the trilateral arrangement produced sound economic policy and growth.
However, public sentiment toward the developmental alliance has changed greatly
since the late 1980s. Due to political, economic, and cultural crises taking place
domestically and globally, state authority has crumbled. Societal dissatisfaction with the
state has reached an unprecedented level. Accordingly, the once subordinate civil society
has become defiant, challenging state authority. NGO activists, once marginalized in
Japanese society as political radicals, have increased their profile on the political scene.
At the same time, civil society-state relations have evolved from mere confrontation to a
combination of confrontation and cooperation. Civil society actors have found shared
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goals with state officials and have begun to cooperate with the state, when necessary, on
equal terms.
Japan’s Official Development Assistance (ODA) policy reflects most clearly the
demise of the developmental state and the changing relations between the state and
NGOs. Unlike the United States--where foreign aid is a peripheral political issue--in
Japan, ODA is the central foreign policy issue facing the government and the public.
Since 1991, Japan has been the largest single aid donor in the entire world, in spite of
having an economy only 60 percent as large as that of the United States. With no
military bases abroad and without having sent soldiers to war since 1945, Japan has used
overseas aid as its principal mechanism for gaining economic and political influence
around the world.
ODA is an important policy arena not only for the state but also for Japanese
NGOs, many of which provide financial and technical assistance to the developing world.
Japanese NGOs also work to change state ODA policies to respond to the needs of the
poor in aid recipient countries, as well as to educate the Japanese people, through
community activities and educational programs, or the interconnectedness between Japan
and the developing world. Japanese NGOs are more involved in ODA policy issues than
in any other foreign policy issue in Japan.
This study focuses on Japanese NGOs involved in ODA reform efforts, to
examine how political, economic, and cultural change has led to increased influence of
NGOs, fragmentation of power, and changed state-civil society relations in Japan.
Specifically, the study address the following questions:
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1. What are the political, economic, and cultural or social factors--both
within Japan and globally--that have contributed to the demise of the
developmental state and the rise of NGOs?
2. How do NGOs exercise their influence, in contention and cooperation
with the state, on foreign aid and international development issues?
3. How have state-NGO relations been changing? What are the implications
of NGO involvement for understanding the nature of state-civil society
relations in Japan? How has this changing relationship been exemplified
in Japan’s ODA policy?
4. What do the two concurrent phenomena--increased NGO involvement and
the decline of the developmental state--mean for Japanese politics? Do
NGOs contribute to or hamper the consolidation of Japanese democracy?
5. What are the implications of the demise of the Japanese developmental
state for Japan and the world, especially East Asia?

The changing state-civil society relations in Japan reflects economic, political,
and sociocultural changes brought about by globalization and industrialization. Both
phenomena have dramatically influenced every aspect of Japan’s political economy. The
impact of globalization is ubiquitous in Japan’s political, economic, and cultural spheres,
and in each of these spheres the fundamental crisis of the Japanese developmental state is
visible. The Japanese economy has become more integrated into the global economy, a
process that has weakened the developmental alliance of the bureaucracy, the business,
and the LDP. As Japanese firms have become more global, they no longer need state
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protection. Politically, the end of the Cold War has weakened the power of the LDP,
forcing the party out of power in 1993-1995. And, through increased global contact,
Japanese NGOs have been influenced by international movements for human rights and
sustainable development and have developed new organizational and political skills.
Globalization has thus provided political space to citizens’ groups that were previously
marginalized from the developmental state system.
Meanwhile, on the domestic front, Japan’s rapid industrialization similarly
brought about dramatic social changes. On the one hand, improved living standards led
the Japanese to think not only of their daily survival but also about the welfare of the
disadvantaged within Japan and throughout the world. On the other hand, overly close
ties between the state and private sector eventually resulted in corruption and economic
downturn. Public frustration over these problems prompted citizens to organize against
the dominance of the political and economic elite in policy making processes. The
legitimacy of the developmental state--which had primarily rested on economic growth
and accumulation of national wealth--crumbled.
This book analyzes the nature of state-civil society relations in Japan as
exemplified by the cooperation and contention between NGOs and the bureaucracy,
especially the Ministry of Foreign Affairs (MOFA), the key ministry in charge of ODA
and the main contact agency for NGOs interested in ODA. In the book, I challenge the
Western scholarly and journalistic focus on the oppositional role of NGOs against a
resistant state. By demonstrating both the cooperation and contention between the state
and NGOs, in the context of broader international factors and forces, I attempt to convey
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a more nuanced understanding of how the role and authority of the state has evolved in
the global era.
The growing influence of NGOs in Japanese policy making can be analyzed in the
framework of pluralization. Pluralism is not a new concept for describing Japanese
politics, but I use the term more broadly than others. Since the 1980s, an increasing
number of scholars have pointed out growing pluralism on the Japanese political scene,
refuting a once popular but outdated notion of Japan as a unitary state, that is, the notion
that Japan is exclusively ruled by the bureaucratic elite in close collaboration with the
allegedly subservient business actor. However, almost all of the attention to nonstate
actors has been devoted either to businesses or “special interest groups” organized around
economic interests (e.g., farmers’ associations; see, for example, discussion in George,
1988; Mulgan, 2000). This book seeks to move beyond simplistic notions of Japanese
politics focusing exclusively on the role of bureaucrats and businesses. By focusing
specifically on the impact of NGOs and their role in policy making, I hope to contribute
to a better understanding of pluralism in Japan today.
This study also attempts to unravel the myth of Asian civil society and
democracy. Many influential writers such as Samuel Huntington (1993) argue that civil
society is a Western phenomenon and ill-suited to Confucianist East Asia. However, as
this book demonstrates, it is misleading to think that East Asians remain deferential to
state authority and will not develop a vibrant civil society critical of state power. On the
contrary, civil society and democracy are influenced by both globalization and industrial
maturity, rather than being based on supposedly unchanging civilizational values (see
Cumings, 1999). People in the region have become increasingly defiant against state
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authority, despite the myth of Asian cultural deference to hierarchy. Indeed, the concept
of “Asian values” is conveniently used today by a few regional leaders who wish to hold
on to power by discouraging citizen activism in their countries.
The erosion of the Japanese developmental state has important implications for
other East Asian countries in which leaders often perceive the Japanese model as an
alternative to Western liberalism. As the first non-Western country to achieve rapid
industrialization, Japan has provided a development model based on economic
nationalism, strong bureaucratic leadership (see World Bank, 1993), and a subservient
civil society. The success and failure of Japan’s developmental state, and changing statesociety relations in Japan, provide an interesting case for other East Asian countries
trying to emulate the Japanese development model.
Surprisingly, the growth of NGOs in Japan has been largely ignored within the
academic world. Most research on the growth of NGOs and their impact in world politics
has taken place in Western contexts (see, for example, Wapner, 1994; Gordenker &
Weiss, 1995; Wapner, 1996; Weiss & Gordenker, 1996; Sogge, 1996; Keck & Sikkink,
1998; O’Brien, Goetz, Scholte, & Williams, 2000). Other studies have examined the role
of NGOs in the developing world (e.g., Eldridge, 1995; Potter, 1996; Clarke, 1998).
Little work has yet examined the role of NGOs in Japan, the world’s second-biggest
economy and a country which is neither Western nor developing.2 The absence of such
work is noteworthy, especially given the international economic influence of Japan, the
quantity and reach of its foreign aid (Japan is the world’s largest aid donor), and the
leadership role of Japan in the Asia-Pacific region. By filling this gap, this book will
contribute to theoretical approaches in the field of world politics.
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Scholars such as Rosenau (1990, 1997) and Castells (1996, 1997, 1998) have
elaborated theories of state-society relations in the age of globalization. While they have
postulated an increased role for new social movements, they fail to illustrate the precise
way that social movements exercise their growing power. Castells’s (1997, 1998)
interesting discussion of the decline of the Japanese developmental state, for example,
highlights the emergence of the extremist and isolated Aum Shinrikyo cult, but does not
examine citizens’ groups that are more directly influencing state power. Rosenau (1997)
discusses the bifurcation between a “state-centric” world and a “multicentric” world, but
fails to show how state and multicentric forces actually interact in a single system. In
contrast to these, this book analyzes not only the growth of citizens’ groups due to
globalization but also the nature of NGO-state relations in shaping state policy.
This study does not aspire to provide comprehensive coverage of citizens groups
in Japan. In particular, it does not include organizations labeled as NPOs (enupîô or
nonprofit organizations), which are engaged only in domestic issues and thus are
uninvolved in ODA. For the analysis of state-civil society relations, I focus on NGOs
that are involved in ODA reform efforts or anti-ODA campaigns and prominent NGOs
cooperating with the state in the area of aid and development.
Chapter 1 presents the theoretical and analytical framework of this study. The
chapter analyzes the concept of the developmental state, explores how the developmental
state came to dominate civil society in Japan and examines the factors that have
contributed to the erosion of the state and the rise of civil society. The chapter also
discusses the historical development of Japanese NGOs and the main characteristics of
NGO involvement in Japan’s ODA.
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Chapters 2 and 3 further explore the factors that have contributed to the dual
phenomena of the demise of the developmental state and the rise of civil society in Japan.
Chapter 2 focuses on globalization and analyzes how it has both weakened the state and
strengthened civil society. Specifically, the chapter discusses the globalization of
Japanese economy, the acquisition of global norms and values, and individual and
collective development of skills due to global technological progress. Chapter 3 focuses
on aspects of Japan’s industrial maturation. Issues discussed in the chapter include
postmaterial value change, side effects of developmentalism such as corruption and
inefficiency, and the economic recession that began in 1990 when the bubble economy
burst.
Chapter 4 looks in detail at NGO advocacy. It examines three cases of NGO
campaigns, two involving NGO campaigns against Japanese ODA projects, and one
involving Japanese NGOs’ antilandmine efforts that resulted in increased ODA funding
for landmine eradication and victim assistance. These three cases illustrate how NGOs
have mobilized public opinion and influenced Japanese aid and development policy.
Chapter 5 examines how state-civil society relations have been changing in Japan.
It focuses on MOFA-NGO relations in ODA reform efforts and demonstrates that MOFA
and NGOs have begun to cooperate with each other since the early 1990s.
Chapter 6 explores broader issues of state-civil society relations and
democratization. The chapter discusses the implication of changing relations between the
state and civil society, the contribution of NGOs to democracy in Japan, and the
implication of the erosion of the developmental state and the rise of civil society for other
East Asian countries.
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Finally, the appendix provides a background of Japan’s ODA history. Japan’s
ODA has gone through several stages. The appendix examines how Japanese aid policy
has changed and how NGOs have become incorporated into the aid program in the
current stage of development.
A note on transliteration: a macron is used to indicate long vowels in ordinary
Japanese words (e.g., dangô) but not in the names of people or places (e.g., Sudo,
Tokyo).
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Note
1

My differences with Johnson’s use of the term are explained in Chapter 1.

2

Exceptions to this are edited collections by Yamamoto (1998) and Yamamoto (1999). These books

provide general description of Japan’s nonprofit sector rather than a political analysis. A third edited
collection has recently been published (Pharr & Schwartz, 2002); it was not available for review at the time
of this writing.
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